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Chairs’ Preface

These proceedings contain the papers of the Tenth Australian Document Computing Symposium hosted by, and held within, the School of Information Technologies at The University of Sydney.

The two keynote addresses, eleven papers and six abstracts reflect the breadth and interest of the Australian research community in the area of document computing.

The eleven papers here were selected from thirteen submissions. Every paper had three peer reviews. Submitted papers were anonymously reviewed at their full length by experts in the area. Dual submissions were explicitly prohibited.

The members of the program committee and the extra reviewers deserve special thanks for their contribution to ADCS2005. Reviewers not listed among the program committee include Halil Ali, Michael Cameron, Richard Cole, Jon Ducrou and Mingfang Wu. We would also like to thank the University of Sydney for their involvement in 2005 as sponsor and host of the event. The event is also supported by the ARC HCSNet.

The symposium includes many formal presentations, but perhaps its greatest benefit lies in the opportunity it provides for document computing practitioners to get together informally and to share ideas and enthusiasm.
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